
Location: Bridgeport, CT
Campus Type: City
Enrollment: 5,813
Faculty/Staff: 182
Campus Size: Medium
Number of buildings: 3

Housatonic Community College (HCC) is a two-year 
public community college located in Bridgeport, 
Connecticut. It is one of the twelve community colleges 
in the Connecticut State Colleges and Universities 
system (CSCU). HCC grants a variety of associate 
degrees and also has certificate programs They offer 
100's of programs running both day and night coupled 
with a Living Museum open to the general public six 
days a week.

Challenge

Like so many campuses and schools in this country, 
over the years many different security technologies 
were acquired.  This resulted in individual systems with 
no path to unifying management or control. At 
Housatonic, many of these systems including 
intrusion, access, door controls, video and life safety 
(duress) were aging and continually requiring 
service. Additionally each system has its own 
proprietary management interface which requires 
security operations to constantly invest in individual 
and training in order to operate. Understanding 
all the individual systems requires a tremendous 
effort to coordinate.
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Integrated Campus Wide Notification System

After taking over as Director of Public Safety, one of the first things I did 
was complete a campus-wide assessment of notification systems 
which includes campus speaker, door lock, and emergency 
management systems. Although a significant investment, we still had 
areas missing coverage. We found there was room for improvement with 
our campus-wide speaker system and door locking coverage in areas 
not covered by the access control system such as emergency doors 
and doors not wired in to the system. The system had holes and did 
not meet our growing needs. Working with our campus administration, 
we started exploring possible changes to our notification systems. It 
was going to be a huge expense for a company to come in and expand 
our infrastructure, so we made the decision to pursue this project in house.
During our research we were introduced to Go2Blu Notify 2.0 at a trade show. We knew we 
needed to augment our existing systems, and we also wanted to do something different in the 
way of duress management and intrusion detection. Go2Blu's iOT technologies seemed like a 
perfect solution for our growth demands. We wanted something that would augment our digital 
sign-age, door lock system, desktop alerts, and still allow our security teams to operate our current 
system to send out text, email, and phone calls.

After months of development and working closely with Go2Blu's technical 
staff, we were confident that we had found a powerful and elegant solution to 
augment our current technology We bought the Go2Blu system from an 
integrator, and tied it in to our command and control center. Using 
the Go2Blu Notify 2.0 and iOT based servers, we were able to 
add another critical layer to our campus security without attaching or 
adding any additional workload to our existing network. Now we have 
all our alarm, access control and real-time duress management 
and panic buttons merged into command and control allowing us 
to have an important intrusion and instant duress alert visibility 
throughout the entire campus. The Go2Blu instant alert system 
adds significant layer to our desktop alert, digital signage, door locks, and 
campus speaker system.

Emergency Active Shooter, Campus Evacuation

As with other high profile colleges and universities around the country, 
in Connecticut we have also had unfortunate incidences of active 
shooters targeting education. Our intention is to find technologies that can 
help HCC prepare for the unexpected. Although no one an predict an 
active shooter incident, it is our mission to find solutions to keep our staff and 
student body safe by allowing us the fastest alert and response times 
in case an incident occurs. We are extremely excited to find that 
Go2Blu's proprietary technology can sound an alarm and identify a 
location within seconds not minutes.

The wall-mounted Go2Blu Instant Alert 
System® sounds, flashes, and displays 
an alert message in the event of an 
emergency.

Go2Blu Desktop Notification can deliver a 
facility-wide emergency notification in a 
matter of seconds.
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Active Shooter Threat, and isolating locations incidents

In the event that our command and control center receives a Go2Blu alarm 
call that there is a person on campus with a weapon, within seconds officers 
can be dispatched to a location with pinpointed accuracy as reported by the 
Go2Blu wireless and stationary panic buttons. The speed of law enforcement 
maneuvers  to mitigate the situation is accelerated by instant map downloads 
providing situational awareness to affected locations along with the nearest 
entry and exit points. Simultaneously the emergency notification can be  sent 
to the entire campus using Go2Blu's two-way radio emergency alert 
notification. When we installed our new duress management system we 
wanted a technology that could be easily deployed in case of emergency. 
One of the functions of that was to install an emergency alert button for active 
shooter situations. One push of the button and all of our emergency alert 
devices activate sending action and advisory information very quickly, fired 
off and started relaying the message, the doors locked down, the desktop 
alert, and phones went off, the digital signage is going, and the system 
activated our EMS which began sending messages out via call, text, and 
email. 

With our existing systems we had to go into each operation, 
type up the message and send it, go into our emergency 
broadcast system, type up the message and send it. It required 
multiple steps and minutes of work just to send the message out 
versus instant audio two-way radio within seconds of pushing a 
Go2Blu panic button. Now with Go2Blu in an active shooter 
situation we're talking about the difference between people 
getting notified in a matter of 2 seconds or less versus 
four or more minutes when, according to statistics, most active 
shooter incidents are over in 12 The Go2Blu Notify module works seamlessly on 

Windows, Mac OS, Android and IOS devices 
allowing instant highly intelligible custom alert 
messages to customized supervisors over 
standard network devices with recorded and live  
voice instructions or verification.
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As officers are able to locate the subject, we can send out a campus wide alert to lock-down the campus. 
We also have the ability to send out multiple alerts within seconds or minute intervals indicating directions 
to remain locked down. Go2Blu affords us the flexibility to continue messaging until an all clear notification 
is sounded. 

The Importance of Timely, Immediate Notification

Go2Blu includes the ability to continue receiving timely updates. Depending on important lock-down 
status reports, it is important to broadcast to digital signage, desktop alerts, phone notifications, and 
cell phones (call, text, and email). It was extremely beneficial to have so many options for getting 
information out to our campus community. 

Go2Blu Panic Button 




